GloriousChain Disclaimer
The GloriousChain (GLR) cryptocurrency is a product of GloriousChain Development Company which is based in
Ukraine - Poltava, in the address Molodizhna 14, city Kobelyatskyi, Region of Poltava – Ukraine, P.O 39210.

GloriousChain Software Development, is an official Registered company with Registered
number: 2010350000000101708
https://eu.docs.wps.com/l/sIDy6k7aXAcz3qZMG
Official Website of GloriousChain (GLR) is https://www.gloriouschain.com and the official email is
support@gloriouschain.com.
The GloriousChain.com, is reserving the rights and copyrights of GloriousChain (GLR). No-one part of this
Disclaimer, or website, including text and photographic material, or videos, can be multiplied in any way
whatsoever, either by copying, print, microfilm, electronically or otherwise without prior permission in writing
from the copyright holder, GloriousChain.com and GloriousChain (GLR). Unauthorized copying or use of this
disclaimer or website will be an infringement of the property rights of GloriousChain.com and the third parties
employed by it.
GloriousChain.com has compiled this disclaimer an d the website and maintain it with the necessary care.
However, GloriousChain.com do not warrant the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of the information
contained in this document.
In no-one event will GloriousCain.com be liable for any damages in connection with the use of this website and
the information contained therein, including, but not limited to, any liability for loss, damages or costs ensuing
from visiting this website.
The data on this website may be changed without further notice. GloriousChain.com is not obliged to update the
information on the website or to correct any errors on it. The data on this website are for general information
purposes only and the user of this website cannot derive any rights from its content.
GloriousChain.com cannot guarantee that this website will run smoothly at all times. If the site contains any links
to other websites, this does not necessarily imply that GloriousChain.com is connected to these other sites or their
owners.
Insofar as the user of this website uses the services and goods offered on this website by GloriousChain.com, such
goods and services are expressly governed by the GloriousChain.com General Terms and Conditions of Sale and
Privacy Policies of the company. When using these services or goods, the user is considered to have agreed on
these General Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policies.

In the opposite case, GloriousChain.com is not responsible in any kind of possible misunderstandings. As always,
users are responsible to make their own research before to proceed further GloriousChain.com services.

